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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like SNOW DAYS!

Mother Nature is Late Again with a
Bouncing Baby Snow Storm
By Josh Maiville - First Ever Article!

A week before spring break and
only a month late Mother Nature gave birth to a 12” 50mph
snow storm. The population of
the general Houghton area proceeded to ask Mother Nature
WTF?!?! Where the hell was all
this a month ago when it was
supposed to be snowy and was
heating up? However experts
have pointed out this warm up
was most likely due to some
heated action between Mother
Nature and Old Man Winter.
While Mother Nature
was forcing her hell force wrath
of snow upon us a brave few

ventured into the storm. In their
quest for Taco Bell and Red Bull
they fought through the storm
stopping only in fear of the snow
cow guardian that watches the
corner by the broomball rinks.
With the daunting journey ahead
to a car located just on the other
side of campus they set off. In
this trek many stories were told
of ages past and the real snow
babies that Mother Nature has
had. After a long and perilous
walk across campus the trio arrived at the chariot of food running. From here they set off in the
quest of taco goodness.
see Gift Rap on back...

Pic o’ the Day - DRINK ALL THE JUICEBOXES

Skyrim Joke Spurs Student to Murder, Starts Trend
by Caroline Maye – First-Ever Article!

HOUGHTON-- The gruesome
death last week of Freshman Erik
Ward has recently come into
a new light. During the trial that
both began and ended today,
his roommate turned murderer
James Monty revealed that he
did not murder Ward in an attempt to gain all As, but rather
because of his roommate’s love
for the video game Skyrim and its
most famous line. Yes, that one.
And this accusation is true- even
the friends and family of Ward
agreed that he made Skyrim
jokes “way too damn much.”
Some recent estimates calculate
his daily references to this joke

in the low forties, though other
sources call this too conservative an estimate, putting theirs at
almost one hundred. This revelation has turned the public opinion of Monty from lukewarm to
just plain warm, as well as shedding light on his unusual method
of murder. According to reports,
he bought a bow and set of arrows from one of the many local
sports shops, then attempted to
shoot Ward in the knee multiple
times until he eventually gave up
and started stabbing his body
with the arrows like tiny daggers.
His cry of “Why are bows so
hard to use??” could be heard
across DHH.
The revelation of Monty’s motive
turned the trial swiftly in his favor,
and he was found Not Guilty due
to reasons of self-defense. One
juror commented, “I don’t know
what this whole arrows and
knees thing is all about, but my
kid keeps talking about them too.
In fact, this James kid had given
me a great idea.”
It seems that Monty has influenced many people, to the
point where there is now a
brotherhood of meme killers living in Houghton. Apparently a
shadowy assassin of their ranks
can be summoned via an arcane
see Arrow’d on back...
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!

So, how about that snow day?

www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

...from Gift Rap on front

Upon their arrival to the
great taco provider they found
themselves at a quandary. Which
five-buck box to buy? This was
solved quickly by the taco slave
informing that they were running out of red Fritos, which they
can’t go to the store and buy a
new bag of….so it was the Burrito of the Crunchy Beef Box. The
venture continued from there to
the great castle of Wal-Mart -- a
place so vastly filled with sorrow, lost dreams and souls that
it makes Keanu Reeves career
look like it could replace Morgan Freeman. Here they acted
quickly and gathered the liquid
gold known as Red Bull along
with other assorted snack foods.
They ran out hastily being chased
away by the soulless zombies
that occupy the horror halls of
Wal-Mart.
After this narrow escape the trio fled back to their
hideaway home In Walker. Once
back they regaled the less adventurous few that stayed back
to hold down the fort with
stories of the daring tale to get
food. Red Bull was drunk, meat
was eaten, and music and minstrels were everywhere. With the
joyous bounty of food and drink
the trio let the night slip away into
morning. At this point the three
of them remembered that they
had class that morning and an
exam in that class as well. To add
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to all this there was a large storm
blowing in with high winds and
lots of snow…..Mother Nature
says suck on it spring break!

ritual involving several
things not allowed in
the residence halls,
like candles, unregistered weapons, and
human organs. This
assassin will supposedly only kill people
deemed
worthy,
such as those whose
only reply to almost
every sentence is
“that’s what she said”,
people who still
find intense humor
at numbers like 42,
9001 and 69, and
people who still go
on the Michigan Tech
memes page.

YAY ART!

